Announcement

Workshop on Digitalization in the Oil and Gas Industry: Challenges & Opportunities in CE European Region Organized by SPE HUN Section

The workshop with the title of Digitalization in the Oil and Gas Industry: Challenges & Opportunities in CE European Region and organized by SPE Hungaria Section will be held on 15-16 November 2018.

This meeting aims to provide a platform for the knowledge sharing, innovations, showing ongoing projects and sharing the best practices, experiences in oil and gas production of our region.

Although oil prices have recovered to above $70/bbl recently, Oil and Gas producers continue to be highly focused on reducing their operations costs to reduce their break-even prices in order to stay ahead of the curve; companies must continue to make investments in improving operational efficiencies to sustain and improve their profitability in the highly volatile business environment.

Enhanced production operations require an integrated, multidisciplinary team approach based on high level of digital technology as well.

Presentations will highlight the best practices on:

- Drilling & completion & workover
- Subsurface (reservoir management & well test & gas storage)
- Artificial Lift
- Surface Facility & Process Engineering (flowmeters, data gathering system, SCADA)
- Other disciplinary solutions

Your participation and contribution at this event would be uniquely important. Your support and commitment would be the number one priority in order to make this event a success.

The venue will take place at Hotel Visegrád, Visegrád, Rév str. 15. (http://www.hotelvisegrad.hu)

Workshop Format

It is intended to carry out this workshop in the same manner as any other SPE workshop: maximize the exchange of ideas among attendees and presenters through brief technical presentations followed by extended Q&A periods. Focused topics attract an informed audience eager to discuss issues critical to advancing both technology and best practices. The majority of the presentations are in the form of case studies highlighting achievements and lessons learned in the development and application.

The organization team calls for technical speakers to the event. 30 minutes will be available for every presenter including 10 minutes for the Q&A periods. The presentations must be prepared in a PowerPoint format.

Documentation
Proceedings from the conference will not be published; therefore, formal papers and handouts are not requested of speakers or panel members. All the presentations of the conference will be available to attendees at the SPE Hungarian Section official website.

Registration

Registration deadline is November 06, 2018.

For registration please use this direct link: [http://manpower.atw.hu](http://manpower.atw.hu)

Workshop Fee

SPE members: 200 EUR/person  
Non-members: 260 EUR/person  
Students: 50 EUR/person  
Speakers: no registration fee

Number of attendees is limited, please indicate your interest ASAP.

SPE Hungarian Section Bank Account Number: 10102244-13569906-00000009

Conference Fee includes: Conference attendance, technical session costs, materials, dinner, coffee breaks, and receptions. **Accommodations are NOT included** in the conference registration fee.  
Please indicate your interest and transmit your presentation not later than  

6 November, 2018

Organization team:  
György Palásthy, Chairman SPE Hungarian Section  
Zsolt Molnár, Program Chairman SPE Hungarian Section  
Dániel Tóth, Student liaison SPE Hungarian Section

For questions concerning the organization you may also contact lakosbelagmail.com
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